We created four sets of reviews that implemented the within-subjects factor combinations assigned to each attribute (i.e., one of H A H C , H A L C , L A H C , or L A L C ). Each set of reviews contained 10 reviews. Attribute information contained across the 10 reviews determines the amount of information on an attribute (high if the attribute is discussed in all 10 reviews; low if it is discussed in only two reviews), and the amount of attribute-information conflict (high if half the reviews that discussed the attribute were positive on the attribute and the other half negative; low if all reviews that discussed the attribute discussed it either consistently positively or consistently negatively).
The Review Design Table
We created four sets of reviews that implemented the within-subjects factor combinations assigned to each attribute (i.e., one of H A H C , H A L C , L A H C , or L A L C ). Each set of reviews contained 10 reviews. Attribute information contained across the 10 reviews determines the amount of information on an attribute (high if the attribute is discussed in all 10 reviews; low if it is discussed in only two reviews), and the amount of attribute-information conflict (high if half the reviews that discussed the attribute were positive on the attribute and the other half negative; low if all reviews that discussed the attribute discussed it either consistently positively or consistently negatively).
Given this, before creating the reviews, we first had to randomly determine what attributes will be discussed in each review, and the valence and extremity of each attribute discussed in each review. Consider review set 2 in Table 1 as an example: all the 10 reviews in review set 2 will discuss the attribute "Attr1" with the same valence (i.e., H A L C on "Attr1"). We first flipped a coin to decide the valence of "Attr1" in review set 2 (e.g., head is positive and tail is negative). Once the valence was determined, we flipped a coin 10 times to decide the extremity of "Attr1" in each of the 10 reviews (e.g., head is extremely positive or negative and tail is positive or negative). The attribute "Attr2" in review set 2 (L A H C ) will be discussed in only two reviews (i.e., low amount of attribute information) with a different valence (i.e., high conflict of attribute information). We first determined which two reviews would discuss "Attr2" by randomly sampling two whole numbers from 1 to 10 without replacement (e.g., if the numbers 2 and 5 are sampled, then only reviews 2 and 5 will discuss "Attr2"). Next we flipped a coin to determine the valence and extremity of "Attr2" in each of the two reviews. Using this randomization, we determined the placement of all the attributes in the reviews for all the review sets (i.e., what attributes are discussed in each review of that set), and the valence and extremity of each attribute discussed in each review. Based on the results of the randomization, we created a "review design table" (see Table A1 ) to numerically represent the placement, the valence, and the extremely of the attributes in the 40 reviews. The texts of the reviews were written according to the review design table.
The numbers in the attribute columns of Table A1 represent the extremity and valence of that attribute in reviews (the valence and extremity are represented on a 1 to 5 scale with 1 being extremely negative and 5 being extremely positive). An empty cell means that the attribute is not discussed in that review. .000 (.000)
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